The subject matter of the paper is the process of image filtering. The goal is to provide high efficiency of denoising according 
Introduction
Images of different origin are widely used nowadays in numerous applications [1] . Quality of original (acquired) images is different. Sometimes it satisfies users and no preliminary processing is needed. Meanwhile, quality of acquired images is unsatisfactory due to noise presence and, thus, image pre-filtering is desired [2, 3] .
It is worth noting that there exists an enormous number of image denoising methods where the most advanced ones belong either to orthogonal based group [4, 5] or to non-local filter family [6] [7] [8] . Although quite modern and rather efficient principles are put into basis of these methods, there are many situations when achieved results (outcomes) do not satisfy users or researchers. The main reason behind this is that it is difficult to separate signal component and noise especially for cases when their features are close as, e.g., for highly textural images [9, 10] . Then, one needs to look for ways to improve filtering efficiency.
One opportunity (option) to reach this is to set filter parameters "properly", i.e. so that performance of a considered filter is close to optimal according to a given criterion. It is worth recalling here that most filters have parameters that have to be set empirically by a user or according to some default recommendations. For example, for scanning window filters one has to select, at least, scanning window size and shape. Then other parameters have to be chosen as, e.g., parameter α for standard or modified sigma filters [11] . One has to choose type of thresholds and their values (proportionality factors) for filters based on orthogonal transforms including wavelet and discrete cosine transform (DCT) [4, 5, 12] . Even more parameters that influence denoising performance have to be set for non-local filters including patch (block) size, similarity measure, area of similar block search, thresholds, etc. [6] [7] [8] . Thus, filter properties sufficiently depend upon these settings and experience of a user (who sets parameters) or a filter designer who recommends default settings.
Let us put forward a hypothesis that, for a given image and noise intensity, parameters of a used filter can be set properly, in an optimal way according to a quantitative criteria (metric) employed to characterize filter performance. Then, a question arises, what benefit can be gained due to such optimal settings compared to default (recommended) settings. Analysis carried out to answer this question indirectly answers another question -is it worth looking for a way (some adaptation procedure) to set filter parameters optimally.
The goal of this paper is just to carry out such  A. N. Zemliachenko, I. G. Ivakhnenko, G. A. Chernova, V. V. Lukin analysis for DCT-based filter [4, 12] . The reasons why this filter is chosen for analysis are the following. Firstly, this filter is simple enough and its realization is fast. Secondly, block size does not have too much influence and the block size choice as 8x8 pixels is a good compromise [4] . Thirdly, hard thresholding is the best choice among possible variants [12] . Fourthly, DCTbased filter can be easily adapted to different types of noise [13] . Then, one parameter is left that can be varied and optimized -this is proportionality factor β used in threshold setting as loc loĉ T   where loĉ  is local estimate of noise standard deviation that can be defined in different manner depending upon noise type. One peculiarity of this paper is that performance is analyzed not only in terms of standard criteria as output mean square error (MSE) or peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) but also in terms visual quality metrics [14, 15] .
Image/noise Model, Considered Filter and Denoising Efficiency Criteria
As it has been mentioned in Introduction, let us consider the simplest image noise model  supposed to be known in advance or accurately pre-estimated before denoising.
Recall that DCT-based denoising is usually carried out in blocks of fixed size (mostly often 8x8 pixels). Denoising consists of four main stages. First, in each block, 2D DCT is performed. Second, thresholding is done where the obtained DCT coefficients are compared to thresholds and changed according to certain rules. The simplest case is hard thresholding where DCT coefficients are either assigned zero values (if they do not exceed threshold) or, otherwise, they are kept unchanged. Third, inverse 2D is performed in each block with obtaining filtered values for all pixels that belong to a given block. Since a given image pixel belongs to several blocks (if processing with block overlapping is applied), filtered values for a given pixel coming from different blocks are averaged. This is the fourth (final) stage of DCT-based denoising.
Although DCT-based denoising with full overlapping of blocks take more time than processing without overlapping or with partial overlapping, let us below consider that former variant since it provides the best efficiency with respect to most quantitative criteria. Besides, even in the case of full overlapping of the blocks, the DCT-based denoising is quite fast compared to many other modern methods due to simplicity of the method and availability of hardware and/or software implementations of 2D DCT.
Usually, analysis of filtering performance is carried out using such conventional criteria as output MSE or PSNR [4, 10, 12] . However, in recent years, other metrics including visual quality ones have gained popularity. One problem with them is that nowadays there are already more than one hundred visual quality metrics and design of new ones continues. Visual quality metrics that have shown themselves good for one application or type of distortions occur to be not the best for other applications and vice versa. Currently, there is no visual quality metric accepted by image processing community as the best or the most general one. Because of this, let us use two visual quality metrics, namely, PSNR-HVS-M [14] and FSIM [15] . They have shown themselves quite general in assessment of grayscale image quality in general and for images corrupted by residual noise and artifacts after denoising in particular [10, 13] .
The metric PSNR-HVS-M [14] can be treated as extension of PSNR that takes into account two specific features of human vision system (HVS), namely, less sensitivity to distortions in high spatial frequencies and masking effect in texture and edgy areas. Similarly to PSNR, PSNR-HVS-M [14] is expressed in dB and larger values correspond to better visual quality.
The metric FSIM [15] (we consider its grayscale version here) is an extension of famous SSIM that takes into account more emphasis of human vision to edges and small sized objects in assessment of image visual quality. FSIM varies from 0 to 1 where unity corresponds to perfect visual quality.
It is also worth noting that the values of PSNR-HVS-M over 41 dB and FSIM over 0.99 relate to invisible or almost invisible distortions [16] . Also note that both visual quality metrics are not perfect, so we have to jointly analyze them both to make adequate conclusions.
Methodology of experiments and their result analysis
A good tendency now is to use many test images, at least, more than ten [4] . Following this tendency and using experience in [17, 18] Besides, data are presented for the filter BM3D that is considered currently to be state-of-the-art in AWGN removal.
Fig. 1. PSNR-HVS-M values for twenty test images for noise variances 65, 200, and 625
The data are given only in plots, but also in Tables below each plot. As it is seen, for 2 65   (see the uppre plot and Table) , PSNR-HVS-M values vary in the limits from 36 to 41 dB. The metric values for the BM3D filter are almost always the best but they are do not differ from the corresponding values for two DCTbased filters too much (less than by 1 dB). The differences between PSNR-HVS-M values for two considered versions of the DCT-based filters are even smallerthey do not exceed 0.3 dB and, thus, visual quality improvement due to setting opt  (under assumption that it is known) compared to denoising with 2.6   can be hardly noticed.
For 2 200  
(the central plot in Fig. 1 ), PSNR-HVS-M varies in the wider limits from 30 to 37 dB. Denoising produces rather small values of output PSNR-HVS-M for complex structure images as Baboon or Grass. Meanwhile, they are sufficiently better for simple structure images as Pole, Tiffany or Peppers. Again, BM3D performs the best whilst the standard DCT-based produces the worst results. The DCT-based filter with optimal β provides certain benefit compared to the standard version, but the benefit is not large, it does not exceed 0.25 dB. There are many test images (mainly, simple structure ones) for which β=2.6 is the optimal choice (then data for both DCT-based filters coincide).
Finally, the lower plot in Fig. 1 presents data for very intensive noise. The results for the BM3D filter are the best again. There are some test images (mainly, simple structure ones) for which the BM3D filter outperforms other ones by up to 2 dB. The DCT-based filter with optimal β is usually slightly better than the standard DCT-based filter, but again the benefit is not large.
Results for the metric FSIM are presented in Fig. 2 . The upper plot is obtained for σ 2 =65. As it is seen, the metric values for each considered test image are close to each other for all three considered filters although for BM3D they are almost always slightly better. The DCT-based filter with optimal β often performs slightly better than the standard DCT-based filter.
The analysis of data obtained for σ 2 =200 (central plot) shows that the BM3D filter mostly performs the best. The difference between two versions of DCT filters is not large. The same holds for the last case of σ 2 =625 (the lower plot in Fig. 2) .
Thus, we can state that BM3D outperforms both DCT-based filters for most test images, especially for simple structure ones and if noise is intensive. For two version of the DCT-based filters, the difference in performance is not large. A question is when it takes place?
To answer this question, the following study has been done. We have obtained scatter-plots of the considered visual quality metrics on statistical parameter P1σ. This parameter is determined in 8x8 pixel nonoverlapping blocks for each image. This is probability that absolute values of alternating current (AC) DCT coefficients are less than σ. Theoretically this parameter varies from 0 to 0.68.
Small values of P1σ mainly correspond to small values of noise standard deviation (they are indicated by different colors in Fig. 3 ) and/or textural images. The values of P1σ smaller than 0.13 correspond to images corrupted by AWGN with standard deviation 1 and 2 when filtering is not worth applying at all since noise is invisible [19] . In opposite, large values relate to large values of noise standard deviation and/or simple structure test images.
As it is seen, optimal values of β vary from 1.8 to 3.2 but mostly they concentrate around 2.15 for P1σ<0.5. This is confirmed by curve fitting (polynomial of the fifth order) in Fig. 4 . This conclusion practically coincides with the recommendation earlier given in [13] -to set optimal β approximately equal to 0.9 multiplied by β optimal according to PSNR, i.e. 0.9x2.6=2.34. Meanwhile, for P1σ≥0.5, there is an obvious tendency to larger optimal values of β. Then, one can use approximation presented in Fig. 4 (upper part of the plot, x should be replaced by P1σ).
Summarizing the results, the following automatic procedure of predicting β optimal according to PSNR-HVS-M and filtering carrying out can be proposed: calculate P1σ and compare it to 0.13; if P1σ<0.13, skip filtering at all, other wise compare it with 0.5. If P1σ<0.5, perform filtering with β=2.15, otherwise calculate optimal β according to approximation given in Fig.  4 and carry out denoising using the obtained value of β.
One might think that such operation sufficiently complicates processing. This is not so. Recall that the most time consuming additional task is to calculate P1σ. This probability is calculated in non-overlapping blocks and their number is about 60 times smaller than the number of DCT blocks for which 2D DCT is calculated at denoising stage if full overlapping of blocks is applied. Moreover, for large size images it is enough to process about 500 non-overlapping randomly placed blocks to calculate P1σ with appropriate accuracy.
We have carried out similar study for the metric FSIM. The obtained results are presented in Fig. 5 . As it is seen, the optimal values of β vary practically in the same limits -from 1.7 to 3.2. Again we have the same tendency -optimal β are about 2.2 for P1σ<0.5, then they start to grow and can be approximated according to the corresponding expression (polynomial of the fourth order given in the upper part of the plot). Thus, the automatic procedure very similar to that one given above for the metric PSNR-HVS-M can be realized. 
Conclusions
The opportunity to improve the DCT-based filter performance is analyzed. It is demonstrated that more careful setting of threshold (compared to the recommended by default) can provide certain improvement of output image visual quality (according to two studied visual quality metrics). For both metrics, the results are similar and this allows proposing a simple automatic procedure of parameter setting. This provides better visual quality of highly textural images for which denoising with default setting can result in smeared edges and fine details. The proposed procedure needs a very small amount of additional computations and can be realized by 60 or more times faster than filtering itself.
The proposed procedure presumes global adaptation of parameter β. We expect that local adaptation can be done as well, including other DCT-based filters.
кових обчислень для визначення значення вхідного параметру і може бути реалізована у 60 або більше разів
